
A toolkit for Canadian advertisers in claiming tax 

deductions for business expenses, as related to 

print advertising



As advertising expenses have different tax conditions than many other 

business expenses, this law is not always well known or understood. The 

information below serves as a guide, and we encourage advertisers to work 

closely with their accountants to fully understand how these tax laws are 

applicable to you.

Under Section 19 of Canada’s Income Tax Act, certain advantages and 

conditions are placed on tax deductions for business advertising expenses. 

Since 1976, in order to support Canadian media, Canadian-owned 

magazines have benefitted from tax deduction limitations when Canadian 

advertisers placed advertisements in foreign magazines directed at a 

Canadian audience. In 2000, Section 19 was amended in order to provide 

Canadian advertisers with a further incentive to advertise in Canadian-

owned, Canadian-content magazines. In 2001, to support trade, the tax 

rules around Canadian advertising in foreign magazines were amended to 

allow for tax deductions under certain conditions. These rules are further 

clarified below. 



Advertising expenses can be deducted when ads are placed in an issue of a 

magazine that is edited and published in Canada and owned by Canadians. 

§ You can deduct 100% of the expense if your print advertising in a magazine

is directed at a Canadian market and the original editorial content in the

issue exceeds 80% of the editorial matter. This is aligned with eligibility criteria

for funding via the Aid to Publishers component of the Canada Periodical

Fund, where, in order to receive funding from this federal government

program, a magazine must contain a minimum of 80% Canadian editorial

content. If you see the Canada word mark on the magazine’s masthead,

then you know it meets this 80% threshold. An advertiser can also contact

the magazine directly and ask.

§ You can deduct 50% of the expense if your print advertising in a magazine is

directed at a Canadian market and the original editorial content (content

other than advertisements and sponsorships) in the issue is less than 80% of

the issue's total non-advertising content.

For example, if you advertise in a Canadian magazine of which 70% of the 

total magazine is content, and 95% of that content is considered unique 

Canadian editorial content, you can claim a 100% deduction. 



q Place a print advertisement in a Canadian magazine

q Confirm with the magazine, which percentage of their total content is

considered unique Canadian editorial content

q Hold on to expense receipt/invoice

q File your taxes through your respective T2125 Statement of Business or

Professional Activities or T2002-17 Self-employed Business, Professional,

Commission, Farming and Fishing Income.

q Claim advertising expenses and the appropriate deductions (50% or

100%) on Line 8521 on your T2125 or T4002-17. Exclude any print

advertising expense that was placed in a foreign magazine.
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